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What distinguishes Serbia from its

surrounding countries is a rich variety

of music genres and music festivals as

well as a great deal of musicians who

are well-known outside the borders.

When you visit this country, you

shouldn’t miss the festivals where you

can listen to some of the famous rock

bands, such as Riblja corba, Smak and

Osvajaci. Finally, there is a traditional

dance, called kolo, that you need to try

to dance before you leave Serbia. You

will love it!

As for food, if you have already

visited Serbia, you will never forget

the smell and taste of some of the

most famous dishes in this country,

such as sarma (made out of minced

meat and rice rolled into cabbage

leaves) and burek (a kind of a pie

usually filled with cheese and meat).

Apart from food, another Serbian

brand is rakija, a beverage made out

of fruit, usually grapes.

The best brand that this country

offers is its well-known people. One

of them is Novak Djokovic, the best

Serbian tennis player, who has won a

lot of tournaments and more than 40

trophies! If you are interested in

getting to know Serbia better, you

should also know about Vuk

Karadzic, the reformer of the Serbian

language, Ivo Andric, a writer and the

Nobel prize winner, and Nikola

Tesla, a renowned inventor and

futurist.

When you decide to visit Serbia, you

must include visiting the sites that this

country is proud of. Some of them are

Sumarice (a memorial park dedicated

to the victims of World War 2), the

mountain of Tara (one of the biggest

national parks in Serbia), and Djavolja

Varos (meaning Devil’s Town; a

peculiar rock formation nominated for

one of the world wonders).

An important part of Serbia’s culture

and tradition is its rich history marked

with a great number of events that

happened in the past. One of them is

the Battle of Kosovo (1389), led

between Serbia and the Ottoman

Empire. This event inspired numerous

poets to write poems, and one of them

is Kosovo Maiden.
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1 SPEAKING Look at the photos. What do you think 

each of them represents? Use some of the words 

below.

a) Famous people: a renowned inventor, a famous 

tennis player, a reformer, a writer

b) Sites: a memorial park, a rock formation, a national 

park

c) Food and drink: a dish, a beverage

d) Art: a poem, a painting

e) Music: festivals, rock music, traditional dance

2 Read the text. Match the photos (1-5) with the 

paragraphs (A-E).

3 Read the text again and answer the questions:

What makes Serbia different from its surrounding 

countries?

What food and drink is Serbia famous for?

What famous people come from Serbia? What are they 

famous for?

What sites can you visit in Serbia?

What historical event are poems inspired by?

4 SPEAKING Imagine you are an information officer in 

Serbia. An English tourist wants to know what he/she 

can do while visiting Serbia for a couple of days. 

Choose three or four activities from the text that you 

want to recommend. 

5 Discuss in pairs what your country is famous 

for. 

e.g. You should go to a 

restaurant and eat Serbian 

dishes.

You should…

Prepare a dialogue with your 

partner. Act it out to the 

class.

What kind of music do you 

listen in your country?

We usually listen to… 


